
 Disclaimer: All information provided is assumed to be accurate and correct but no assumptions of liability are intended. Neither the 
seller nor the agent of the seller represent the accuracy of the information provided. Seller does not guarantee timber value, 
volumes, and acreages of the woodland, cropland, timber stands, ponds, or square footage of any structure. Seller does not 
guarantee the function of any improvements, including but not limited to all buildings, machinery, appliances, wells, equipment or 
water control devices. No Representations or warranties are expressed or implied as to the property, its condition, usage type, or 
boundaries. This offering is subject to errors, omissions, changes including price or withdrawal without notice. 
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DIRECTIONS  
From I-520 at the 
Deans Bridge Road 

Exit, travel just over 8 
miles to the top of the 
hill and the property 
will be on the left, 

southeast side.  

This large tract sits on the top of a ridge within the city limits of Augusta, GA. 
Several power lines traverse throughout the tract, which has a varying 
topography. There is an excellent stocking for quail wood of natural longleaf pine. 
There are six working ponds, the largest being 8+ acres. This tract fronts on 
US#1 for over 500 feet and is 4 miles from Gate 5 of Fort Gordon. This tract 
offers multiple opportunities for recreational uses or developmental potential.    

FEATURES 
 Natural Pine and 

Hardwood 
 Fishing 
 Large Game Hunting 
 Upland Game Birds 
 Equestrian 
 Developmental Potential 
 Fish Ponds 
 Internal Roads 
 County/State Highway 
 Electric 

FOR SALE 

PINETUCKEY 
Richmond County 
532.60 +/- Acres 

$950,000 



Pinetuckey
Richmond County, Georgia, 532.6 AC +/-

Boundary

Todd Crosby
P: 8437825700          Toddcrosby@crosbylandco.com          300 Carn St.

The information contained herein was obtained from sources
deemed to be reliable.
  MapRight Services makes no warranties or guarantees as to the
completeness or accuracy thereof.

Disclaimer: all information provided is assumed accurate and correct but no assumptions of liability are intended. Neither the seller nor the agent of the seller represent the accuracy of 
the information provided in this prospectus or email including but not limited to the following: timber values, volumes, acreage discrepancies, timber age or marketability of timber. The 
seller or agent does not guarantee the condition or square footage of any improvements would constitute or the function of machinery, wells, septic systems or water control devices. 
This offering is subject to errors and omissions as well as changes including price or withdrawal without notice.
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